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in opposition to the fall in gold prices. During the past few mouths
the persistent adherence of the United Kingdom to a policy of cheap
and plentiful money had been increasingly effective, under the more
favourable conditions created by the change in American policy and
by the halt in the fall of gold prices. The signatories considered that
the Governments of the Commonwealth should persist by all means
in their power, whether monetary or economic, within the limits of
sound finance, in the policy of furthering the rise in wholesale prices
until equilibrium had been re-established, whereupon they should
seek to stabilize the position thus attained. The ultimate aim of
monetary policy should be the restoration of a satisfactory inter-
national gold standard, subject to international co-operation for
avoiding undue fluctuations in the purchasing power of gold. In the
meantime the signatories recognized the importance of stability of
exchange rates between the countries of the Commonwealth, in the
interests of trade. That objective would be constantly borne in mind
in determining their monetary policies. Its achievement would be
facilitated by the fact that the United Kingdom Government had no
commitments to other countries regarding the future management of
sterling. The adherence of non-British countries to a price-raising
policy would make possible the maintenance of exchange stability
over a still wider area. The signatory delegations agreed to recom-
mend their Governments to consult with one another from time to
time on monetary and economic policy, with a view to establishing
their common purpose and to furthering such measures as anight
conduce towards its achievement.
The practical results of the Conference proper were thus negligible.
Even the agreements on wheat and silver were initiated by self-
constituted groups of interested countries, and were arranged for the
most part in the course of private conversations. The Conference as
a whole met only to inaugurate itself and to wind itself up. While the
rather half-hearted debates were proceeding in committee, the atten-
tion of the delegates was distracted by the currency squabble, in
which few of them had any part, and concerning the course of which
most of them knew as little as any newspaper-reader. Many repre-
sentatives of smaller states therefore returned home not only dis-
illusioned but completely bewildered.
A note of profound disappointment naturally ran through the
speeches made at the final plenary meeting. Some delegates, indeed,
tried to put the best possible face on the matter. Mr. MacDonald laid
emphasis on the fact that the Conference was but adjourning. Success
had been delayed, but 'whoever takes the trouble to understand the

